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Aerosoles empowers you to feel

smarter, sexier, confident & inspired
every moment in your life.

We passionately create innovative products
with an uncompromising combination of

performance, style, quality & attitude
that look and feel great.

We are creative, disciplined & purposeful in everything we do,
making a positive difference in the lives of our employees, consumers & partners!
AEROSOLES... Feel Good
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Inspiration,
Colour & Material
Feeling good while moving through the city with verve and
ease, thanks to innovations in comfort and the use of relaxed,
enjoyable materials.
Our Autumn / Winter 2018 collection is designed for dynamic
lifestyles without restrictions while fulfilling women’s love for
feminine elegance and sensual designs.
Refined structures, linear designs with love to detail and a variety
of wintery colors and materials are predominant inspirations.
Taking a steer from rich bold pantones and autumnal hues, earthy
tones work harmoniously with key trends of the season. The focus
on Rio Wine, Midnight Navy, Camel Tan or Carbon Grey conveys
striking statements in the season’s most wanted colors.
Premium leathers, hi-shine metallics and tactile suedes add
textural interest to timeless silhouettes while ensuring suitability
for colder months.
Innovative construction techniques further enhance the overall
look of the collection. Combine this with a consistently comfy
introduction of Stitch ‘N Turn technology and super-flexible
soles, so this winter will prove to feel as good as it looks.

Colour Pallete
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Ballerinas

Bet On It | Cyber Snake

Ballerinas

Bet On It | Cannes

∙∙ Made from premium croc embossed leather for a sophisticated look
∙∙ These flexible ballerinas cushion the soles to liberate the entire foot

∙∙ Turn heads in a smart casual ballerina made from velvety soft textile material
∙∙ Perfect for day attire or business occasions, this model features our Stitch &

whilst still supporting it

Turn construction for exceptional comfort and cushioning

∙∙ A shoe designed for truly unrestricted movement

∙∙ This signature silhouette guarantees the wearer a truly weightless sensation
with each wear

Upper | Leather

Upper | Textile

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber
Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather
Outsole | Rubber

Rio

Outsole | Rubber

Black

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Bet On It | Zante

Alphabet | Mix Oxford

∙∙ Made from premium hi shine leather with metallic effect
∙∙ These flexible ballerinas cushion the soles to liberate the entire

∙∙ Could a ballerina be any softer?
∙∙ Signature Stitch & Turn technology keeps feet feeling fancy-free
∙∙ This supportive, liberating ballerina protects the heel and delivers

foot whilst still supporting it

∙∙ A shoe designed for truly unrestricted movement

future-facing innovations from the sole up

Upper | Leather

Upper | Textile/Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber
Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather
Outsole | Rubber

Mysterious

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Rio
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Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Black
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Ballerinas

Alphabet | Mix Bamboo

Ballerinas

Nicely Done | Mercury

∙∙ Why wander through winter, when you can shimmer?
∙∙ This feminine ballerina is made from premium metallic leather and

∙∙ Who doesn't want to bring a little sparkle into the everyday?
∙∙ Made from a chic grainy metallic leather for an understated elegant appeal
∙∙ This elegant Ballerina is also enhanced with our signature Stitch & Turn

features ultra comfy Stitch & Turn technology

∙∙ A ribbon bow tie rounds off a ballerina that celebrates your girlie side

technology for total ease of movement from heel to toe

Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber
Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather
Outsole | Rubber

Mustang

Outsole | Rubber

Cafu

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Black

Nicely Done | Volvo

Alphabet | Mix Cashmere
∙∙ Mix it up in a two tone ballerina that's designed to go the distance
∙∙ An elegant option for those craving classic footwear
∙∙ This supportive, liberating ballerina protects the heel and delivers

∙∙ Made from elegant soft leather, this modern ballerina delivers
ample doses of comfort

∙∙ A good dash of sporty aesthetic appeal makes this ballerina

future-facing innovations from the sole up

to a timeless classic

∙∙ Meanwhile, in-built innovation delivers the lightweight sensation
our ballerinas are known for
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber
Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather
Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Outsole | Rubber

Mysterious
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Dune

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black
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Ballerinas

Mustercard | Cyber Snake

Ballerinas

Mustercard | Brezza

∙∙ Take your ballerina up a level with this gently heeled modern classic
∙∙ Featuring a luxe textured leather across the entire upper
∙∙ Signature in-built cushioning delivers the kind of supportive caress

∙∙ Creamy soft brezza leather gives this ballerina plenty of reasons
to be a wardrobe staple

∙∙ Classic lines and a contemporary wedge heel delight the style-conscious
∙∙ The secret in-built flexibility we're known for puts an extra spring in your

you've always hoped for in footwear

step this winter
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather
Outsole | PU

Insole | Leather
Rio

Outsole | PU

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Black

Mustercard | Anafi

Nice N Easy | Mix Bamboo

∙∙ Who doesn't want to bring a little sparkle into the everyday?
∙∙ Made from a chic metallic leather for an understated elegant appeal
∙∙ This elegant Ballerina is also enhanced with our signature Stitch & Turn

∙∙ The perfect complement to smart casual apparel
∙∙ This classic slip on enjoys a dash of on-trend urban cool in the form of a
sporty wedge heel and a bold strap that contours and supports the foot

∙∙ In-built cushioning tech means round-the-clock comfort without compromise

technology for total ease of movement from heel to toe

Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather/Suede

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather
Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang
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Mysterious

Insole | Leather
Gun Metal

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang

Black
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flats
&

slip
ons

Flats & Slip Ons

Nice Talk | Mercury

Flats & Slip Ons

Nice Talk | Mix Bamboo

∙∙ The perfect complement to smart casual apparel
∙∙ The slightly raised sole brings untold levels of flexibility and ease

∙∙ Add a dash of luxe to any outfit in these enchanting winter flats
∙∙ The slightly raised sole brings untold levels of flexibility and ease

with technology that cushions where it counts

with technology that cushions where it counts

∙∙ Enriched with our signature flex technology, your feet enjoy the

∙∙ Enriched with our signature flex technology, your feet enjoy the

freedom to move weightlessly whilst still feeling supported

freedom to move weightlessly whilst still feeling supported

Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather/Suede

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Cafu

Outsole | Rubber

Mustang

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Mysterious

Nice Talk | Volvo

Time Off | Dalia

∙∙ The perfect complement to smart casual apparel
∙∙ The slightly raised sole brings untold levels of flexibility and ease with

∙∙ Keep it classy in a timeless flat that offers just the right blend of urban
aesthetic and extreme wearability

∙∙ The subtle two-tone sole adds to the timeless appeal of this modern slip on
∙∙ Our signature in-built cushioning and impact reduction means your feet

technology that cushions where it counts

∙∙ Enriched with our signature flex technology, your feet enjoy the freedom
to move weightlessly whilst still feeling supported

might look sturdy, but will feel like they're floating on air

Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather
Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black
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Black

Insole | Leather
Mysterious

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Black
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Flats & Slip Ons

Time Off | Stark

Flats & Slip Ons

Bicarbonate | Volvo

∙∙ With echoes of a classic brogue, this casual flat is made from high shine

∙∙ Creamiest leather unites with supportive elastic straps in an

leather to give seasonal dressing a suitably preppy appeal

easy-going sporty flat

∙∙ The subtle two-tone sole adds to the timeless appeal of this modern slip on
∙∙ Our signature in-built cushioning and impact reduction means your feet

∙∙ Signature in-built technology takes the weight off your toes
∙∙ The elastic band features a subtle branding application and

might look sturdy, but will feel like they're floating on air

supports movement without restricting it

Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Mustang

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Black

Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Black

Time Off | Cracatto

Bicarbonate | Cracatto

∙∙ Made from an understated sparkling leather, these head-turning flats are

∙∙ Shimmery textured leather meets classic fabrics in this elegant two-tone flat
∙∙ Featuring a sporty wedge sole for some hidden extra height
∙∙ The elastic band features a subtle branding application and supports

a great way to get in the festive spirit

∙∙ The subtle two-tone sole adds to the timeless appeal of this modern slip on
∙∙ Our signature in-built cushioning and impact reduction means your feet

movement without restricting it

might look sturdy, but will feel like they're floating on air
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Gun Metal

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious
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Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Gun Metal

Mustang
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Flats & Slip Ons

Full House | Volvo

Flats & Slip Ons

Full House | Nubuck

∙∙ Made from creamy velvety leather for a luxurious appeal
∙∙ This classic sporty flat is great for informal occasions where comfort is key
∙∙ Our signature Stitch & Turn construction delivers outstanding flexibility

∙∙ Bold contours meet best-in-class comfort-enhancing technology for
all-weather, sturdy winter footwear

∙∙ Meanwhile, in-built support keeps the foot feeling light.
∙∙ This sporty flat features our signature Stitch & Turn technology and

whilst supporting in equal measure

takes the weight off – right when it counts

Upper | Leather

Upper | Nubuck

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang

Mysterious

Full House | Miami

Mustache | Brezza

∙∙ Introducing a silhouette that nails the right balance of luxe details
∙∙ Combining a low shimmer leather with modern elastics
∙∙ This sporty flat features our signature Stitch & Turn technology and

∙∙ Keep it classy in a flat that offers just the right blend of urban aesthetic
and extreme wearability

∙∙ Caressing the entire foot and supporting soles with our signature

takes the weight off – right when it counts

Stitch & Turn technology

∙∙ This versatile shoe is a weightless winner for work – or play
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather
Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
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Insole | Leather
Cafu

Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black
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Flats & Slip Ons

Mustache | Anafi

Flats & Slip Ons

Mustache | Suede

∙∙ This stylish slip on combines softest leather with some shimmer in an urban

∙∙ Turn heads in a slip on made of the softest suede
∙∙ With a heel as sporty as it is lightweight, this characterful flat is the perfect

example of style coupled with substance

∙∙ Lace and strap free, clean lines capture a modern aesthetic
∙∙ Light-as-air technology reduces all stress across the foot, your seasonal party

solution to spicing up any low-key outfit

∙∙ The secret in-built flexibility we're known for puts an extra spring in your

agenda just got a whole lot comfier

step this winter

Upper | Leather

Upper | Suede

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Outsole | PU
Gun Metal

Mustache | Stark

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Push Up's | Volterra

∙∙ Sometimes, you just want a little lift. Made from hi shine patent leather,

∙∙ The classic penny loafer gets a stylish upgrade in high shine leather
∙∙ TPU soles continue to contribute to extreme flexibility and

this versatile flat does just that

∙∙ With a heel as sporty as it is lightweight, this characterful flat is the

long-lasting comfort

∙∙ So feet may look strong and androgynous, but will feel weightless

perfect solution to spicing up any low-key outfit

∙∙ Signature Stitch & Turn Technology ensures an all day feel-good effect

and featherlight in each supported step

Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather
Outsole | TPU

Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
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Carbon

Black

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black
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Flats & Slip Ons

Push Up's | Stark

Flats & Slip Ons

Push Up's | Suede

∙∙ What's better than a feminine penny loafer? A feminine loafer

∙∙ The classic penny loafer gets a stylish upgrade in suede leather
∙∙ TPU soles continue to contribute to extreme flexibility and

that shimmers

∙∙ This slip on will keep feet free to flex
∙∙ TPU soles continue to contribute to extraordinary flexibility and

long-lasting comfort

∙∙ So feet may look strong and androgynous, but will feel weightless

long-lasting comfort

and featherlight in each supported step

Upper | Leather

Upper | Suede

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | TPU

Caramel

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang

Outsole | TPU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang

Rio

Mysterious

Four Williams | Anafi

Push Up's | Brezza

∙∙ Channel some classic chic in this super comfortable Slip On
∙∙ A slightly elevated heel supports the entire foot and pressure is reduced

∙∙ Blending premium creamy leather, this eye-catching brogue is
a sophisticated winter winner

∙∙ This slip on will keep feet free to flex
∙∙ TPU soles continue to contribute to extraordinary flexibility and

thanks to our signature technology

∙∙ Height and happy feet? You bet

long-lasting comfort
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | TPU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black
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Mysterious

Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Gun Metal

Mustang
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Flats & Slip Ons

Four Williams | Palmyra

Flats & Slip Ons

Rush Hour | Brezza

∙∙ Sturdy, supportive and effortlessly stylish
∙∙ This all purpose high quality leather Slip On allows for day to night transitions
∙∙ A slightly elevated heel supports the entire foot and pressure is reduced

∙∙ A combination of classic brogue detailing and a chunky heightening wedge
make this a stylish winter model for any occasion

∙∙ Made from soft leather for an absolute classic but modern look
∙∙ The flexible sole also soothes and supports the foot from heel to toe

thanks to our signature technology

Upper | Leather
Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | PU

Bronze

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Heel Height | 45mm (back) 20mm (front)

Caramel

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Black

Rush Hour | Mercury

Four Williams | Cashmere
∙∙ Sometimes, you just want a little lift. Made from soft premium leather,

∙∙ Made from an understated sparkling leather, these head-turning flats are

this versatile flat does just that

a great way to get in the festive spirit

∙∙ A slightly elevated heel supports the entire foot and pressure is reduced

∙∙ Our comfort-enhancing technology means you'll be the first – and last –

thanks to our signature construction

on the dancefloor

∙∙ Height and happy feet? You bet

∙∙ Feels as great as it looks
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black
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Mysterious

Heel Height | 45mm (back) 20mm (front)

Cafu

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Rio

Mysterious
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sport
casual &
sneakers

Sport Casual & Sneakers

Nice Weather | Nubuck

Sport Casual & Sneakers

Look Fantastic | Mix Galassia

∙∙ Smart casual enjoys a thoroughly modern finish in this versatile shoe
∙∙ Made from soft brushed nubuck, a slight wedge adds height whilst

∙∙ Keep it chunky, keep it comfy in these all purpose sneakers
∙∙ Made from a feline blend of shimmery metallic and premium suede, every

simultaneously supporting and cushioning the foot

inch of this sneaker is designed for comfort – and fun

∙∙ The sport inspired velcro straps adds to the clever design of this sneaker

∙∙ Supportive tech in the interior works to sculpt and support the feet, whilst
easing pressure to make the shoe a festive party staple

Upper | Nubuck

Upper | Leather/Suede/Textile

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather
Outsole | PU

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang

Black

Look Fantastic | Mix Kolonia

Nice Weather | Cracatto
∙∙ Smart casual enjoys a thoroughly modern finish in this versatile shoe with

∙∙ Keep it chunky, keep it comfy in these all purpose sneakers
∙∙ Crafted from a mix of soft textile material and premium leather
∙∙ Our signature technology sculpts and supports feet from the inside out,

shiny leather

∙∙ Made from soft brushed nubuck, a slight wedge adds height whilst
simultaneously supporting and cushioning the foot

for a gorgeous, lightweight feel that makes this model a festive staple.

∙∙ The sport inspired velcro straps adds to the clever design of this sneaker
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather/Textile

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Outsole | PU
Gun Metal

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious
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Mustang

Black
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Sport Casual & Sneakers

Sport Casual & Sneakers

Zip Off | Mix Bamboo

Have Nice Day | Mix Mercury

∙∙ Versatile enough for day to eve transitions, this well-structured sneaker is

∙∙ A lace up designed to turn heads
∙∙ This all-purpose shoe is an easy way to upgrade informal outfits
∙∙ In-built technology keeps the sole supported and comfy, for a style that

a seasonal style staple

∙∙ Crafted from a mix of glamorous metallic leather and premium nubuck
∙∙ This sneaker also benefits from our comfort-enhancing technology to

feels as good as it looks

support and liberate feet for any party occasion
Upper | Leather/Suede

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang

Black

Mysterious

Have Nice Day | Mix Sparking

Zip Off | Mix Palmyra

∙∙ Have a great day in these distinguished sneakers
∙∙ Made from a blend of finest leather and a subtly sparking seasonal textile,

Black

∙∙ Practicality meets comfort in this well structured sneaker
∙∙ Made from a blend of embossed leather and premium classic leather
∙∙ The grown up aesthetic is complemented by our signature comfort features

this sneaker is an elegant, informal addition to any winter wardrobe

∙∙ In-built cushioning tech takes pressure off the heel and toes, so you can

that cushions, supports and caresses the foot in each step

enjoy movement on your terms
Upper | Suede/Textile

Upper | Leather

Lining | Microfiber

Lining | Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black
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Outsole | Rubber
Carbon

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Mustang

Black
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Booties

Booties

Nice View | Mix Bamboo

Off Day | Dalia

∙∙ Blending a sporting aesthetic with something a little smarter
∙∙ This softly textured ankle boot is a great way to keep feet cozy

∙∙ Made from softest premium leather, this ankle-hugging boot is a
versatile winter classic

∙∙ In-built cushioning technology soothes and supports the heel
∙∙ Our signature Stitch & Turn construction combined with elastics

when temperatures drop

∙∙ Signature technology soothes feet and distributes pressure from
heel to toes

ensures that feet are free yet cared for in every step

Upper | Leather/Suede

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | Rubber

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Mustang

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Black

Nice View | Volvo

Off Day | Suede

∙∙ Echoing urban cool with something a little smarter
∙∙ This creamy, luxe leather ankle boot keeps feet cozy

∙∙ Made from gently brushed suede this ankle-hugging boot is a
versatile winter classic

∙∙ In-built cushioning technology soothes and supports the heel
∙∙ Our signature Stitch & Turn construction combined with

when temperatures drop

∙∙ Signature technology soothes feet and distributes pressure
from heel to toes

elastics ensure that feet are free yet cared for in every step

Upper | Leather

Upper | Suede

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Outsole | Rubber
Black

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang
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Mysterious

Caramel

Rio
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Booties

Booties

Full Time | Miami

Full Time | Nubuck

∙∙ Made from eye-catching metallic leather, this boot's modern construction

∙∙ Made from soft nubuck, this full boot's modern construction helps to form a

helps to form a snug yet comfy fit

snug yet comfy fit

∙∙ This sporty winter boot comes optionally with warm lining to be prepared for

∙∙ This sporty winter boot comes optionally with warm lining
∙∙ The flexible sole delivers cushioning for weightless winter movement

cold winter days

∙∙ The flexible sole delivers cushioning for weightless winter movement
Upper | Leather

Upper | Nubuck

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Outsole | Rubber
Chocolate

WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE

Cafu

Mustang

Full Time | Volvo

Useful | Miami

∙∙ Made from premium leather, this boot's modern construction helps to form a

∙∙ Made from a premium metallic leather, this all-purpose bootie offers a

snug yet comfy fit

distinguished silhouette

∙∙ This sporty winter boot comes optionally with warm lining to be prepared for

∙∙ Support around the ankle and optional warm lining
∙∙ Our signature technology throughout disperses friction and keeps feet

cold winter days

∙∙ The flexible sole delivers cushioning for weightless winter movement

feeling light and cushioned

Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | Rubber

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE

Black
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Mysterious

Dune

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE

Cafu

Chocolate
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Booties

Booties

Useful | Volvo

Must Do It | Suede

∙∙ Made from a creamy, premium leather, this all-purpose bootie offers a

∙∙ Where a chunky heel adds height, a streamlined construction delivers

distinguished silhouette

curvaceous appeal to this all-purpose bootie

∙∙ Support around the ankle and optional warm lining
∙∙ Our signature technology throughout disperses friction and keeps feet

∙∙ Made from a super soft suede for a casual look
∙∙ Our signature construction method soothes heels and distributes friction for

feeling light and cushioned

easy round-the-clock wear

Upper | Leather

Upper | Suede

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | PU

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE

Dune

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE

Carbon

Black

Useful | Nubuck
∙∙ Made from a super soft nubuck

Must Do It | Brezza
∙∙ Where a chunky heel adds height, a streamlined construction delivers

leather, this all-purpose bootie offers a

distinguished silhouette

curvaceous appeal to this all-purpose bootie

∙∙ Support around the ankle and optional warm lining
∙∙ Our signature technology throughout disperses friction and keeps feet

∙∙ Made from a creamy luxe leather for a timeless appeal
∙∙ Our signature construction method soothes heels and distributes friction for

feeling light and cushioned

easy round-the-clock wear

Upper | Nubuck

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | PU

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE

Mysterious

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE

Black

Mustang
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Booties

Booties

Just Dial | Mix Suede

Push D Button | Brezza
∙∙ A true classic – this seasons Chelsea boot got an exciting facelift
∙∙ Made from premium leather, this versatile bootie delivers a clean silhouette

∙∙ Walk tall this winter in a modern bootie with a sturdy sole
∙∙ The soft rubber sole provides the level of support needed in

and flexible movement

colder winter days

∙∙ The soft rubber soles provide extraordinary flexibility and long-lasting

∙∙ Our signature Stitch & Turn technology means your feet are

comfort

soothed and caressed from the inside out
Upper | Suede/Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | TPU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Carbon

Black

Push D Button | Suede

Just Dial | Cashmere

∙∙ A true classic – this seasons Chelsea boot got an exciting facelift
∙∙ Made from soft brushed suede, this versatile bootie delivers a clean

∙∙ Walk tall this winter in a modern bootie with a sturdy sole
∙∙ The soft rubber sole provides the level of support needed in

silhouette and flexible movement

colder winter days

∙∙ The soft rubber soles provide extraordinary flexibility and long-lasting

∙∙ Our signature Stitch & Turn technology means your feet are

comfort

soothed and caressed from the inside out

Upper | Suede

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | TPU

Outsole | Rubber

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang
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Caramel

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Rio
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Booties

Booties

Must Visit | Suede

Just A Dream | Mix Suede

∙∙ Made from luxe suede leather, this all-occasion bootie flexes around the foot

∙∙ Made from premium suede leather, this bootie's tough construction and ankle

for supported, yet liberated movement

hugging design nearly hides the supreme comfort that comes from the inside

∙∙ This super snug winter bootie features optionally cozy inner padding to

∙∙ The soft rubber sole provides the level of support needed in colder winter days
∙∙ Our signature Stitch & Turn construction ensures flexibility and lasting comfort

insulate and cushion feet against the cold

∙∙ Cushioning in the sole keeps things reliably comfy
Upper | Suede

Upper | Suede

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE

Carbon

Must Visit | Brezza

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Carbon

Just A Dream | Cashmere

∙∙ Made from plush leather, this all-occasion boot flexes around the foot for

∙∙ Made from premium leather, this bootie's tough construction and ankle

supported, yet liberated movement

hugging design nearly hides the supreme comfort that comes from the inside

∙∙ This super snug winter bootie features optionally cozy warm lining to insulate

∙∙ The soft rubber sole provides the level of support needed in colder winter days
∙∙ Our signature Stitch & Turn construction ensures flexibility and lasting comfort

feet against the cold

∙∙ Cushioning in the sole keeps things reliably comfy
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | PU
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
WARM LINING OPTION AVAILABLE
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Black

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black
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Booties

Booties

Just Right | Mix Suede

Air Brush | Brezza

∙∙ Made from premium suede this elegant, timeless lace up is a true

∙∙ A distinguished bootie for winter style-seekers
∙∙ Made from premium leather, this contemporary model offers total comfort in

must-have style for the season

∙∙ The hidden zip on the inside further enhances practicality
∙∙ The soft rubber sole provides extraordinary flexibility and long lasting

side panels that liberate movement in the heel and ankles

∙∙ The Stitch & Turn construction provides the comfiest experience yet

comfort
Upper | Suede/Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Outsole | Rubber
Carbon

Just Right | Cashmere

Heel Height | 45mm (back) 20mm (front)
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Air Brush | Suede

∙∙ Made from premium leather, this elegant, timeless lace up is a true

∙∙ A distinguished bootie for winter style-seekers
∙∙ Made from premium suede leather, this contemporary model offers total

must-have style for the season

∙∙ The hidden zip on the inside further enhances practicality
∙∙ The soft rubber sole provides extraordinary flexibility and long

comfort in side panels that liberate movement in the heel and ankles

∙∙ The Stitch & Turn construction provides the comfiest experience yet

lasting comfort
Upper | Leather

Upper | Suede

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | Rubber

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Heel Height | 45mm (back) 20mm (front)
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang

Rio
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Booties

Booties

Crush | Brezza

Talk About | Cashmere

∙∙ Chunky, modern and perfectly stylish for informal or workwear apparel
∙∙ Made from premium leather, the model's modern construction

∙∙ A bold winter boot with a chunky heightening wedge
∙∙ Made from premium leather, the model's modern construction encases the

encases the foot for total support around the ankle and heel

foot for total support around the ankle and heel

∙∙ This boot also features a winterized wedge sole, for a very trendy

∙∙ The innovative sole remains extremely flexible and lightweight while offering

wintery appeal

a desired level or sturdiness during winter months
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | PU

Outsole | Rubber
Heel Height | 45mm (back) 20mm (front)

Black

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Heel Height | 45mm (back) 20mm (front)
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Black

Mysterious

Crush | Suede

Talk About | Suede

∙∙ Chunky, modern and perfectly stylish for informal or workwear apparel
∙∙ Made from suede leather, the model's modern construction encases

∙∙ A bold winter boot with a chunky heightening wedge
∙∙ Made from ultra soft suede, the model's modern construction encases the

the foot for total support around the ankle and heel

foot for total support around the ankle and heel

∙∙ This boot also features a winterized wedge sole, for a very trendy

∙∙ The innovative sole remains extremely flexible and lightweight while offering

wintery appeal

a desired level or sturdiness during winter months
Upper | Suede

Upper | Suede

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | PU

Outsole | Rubber
Heel Height | 45mm (back) 20mm (front)

Caramel

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mustang
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Heel Height | 45mm (back) 20mm (front)
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Carbon

Rio
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Booties

Booties

Good Grip | Suede

Ripercussions | Suede

∙∙ Style literally meets comfort in this wardrobe staple
∙∙ Made from premium leather, the model's modern construction encases

∙∙ A bold winter boot with a chunky heightening heel
∙∙ The zip on the further enhances practicality
∙∙ Our signature construction ensures that this bootie is exceptionally

the foot for total support around the ankle and heel

∙∙ The Stitch & Turn construction and soft footbed ensure highest level of

flexible but doesn't compromise on style

comfort let it be at work or play
Upper | Suede

Upper | Suede

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber

Outsole | Rubber

Heel Height | 75mm (back) 20mm (front)

Caramel

Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Heel Height | 75mm (back) 20mm (front)
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)
Mustang

Rio

Mustang

Rio

Good Grip | Brezza

Ripercussions | Brezza

∙∙ Style literally meets comfort in this wardrobe staple
∙∙ Made from premium leather, the model's modern construction encases

∙∙ A bold winter boot with a chunky heightening heel
∙∙ The zip on the further enhances practicality
∙∙ Our signature construction ensures that this bootie is exceptionally

the foot for total support around the ankle and heel

∙∙ The Stitch & Turn construction and soft footbed ensure highest level of

flexible but doesn't compromise on style

comfort let it be at work or play
Upper | Leather

Upper | Leather

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Lining | Advanced Microfiber

Insole | Leather

Insole | Leather

Outsole | Rubber
Heel Height | 75mm (back) 20mm (front)
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterous
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Outsole | Rubber
Black

Heel Height | 75mm (back) 20mm (front)
Size | UK 3 - 8 (inc. half sizes)

Mysterious

Black
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Material

Glossary
SPECIAL LEATHERS

CLASSIC LEATHERS + TEXTILES
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16
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17
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11

1. CASHMERE

2. BREZZA

3. VOLVO

4. VANITY

12. CYBER SNAKE

13. STARK

14. ANAFI

15. ZANTE

5. NUBUCK

6. SUEDE

7. DALIA

8. MIX OXFORD

16. CRACATTO

17. MIAMI

18. PALMYRA

19. BAMBOO

Core nappa leather with clear finish
for its characteristic soft hand-feel

Top grain leather that has been
sanded for a very soft texture

9. CANNES

Velvety textile material in rich colour
options: perfect for Autumn

54

Tactile natural leather with a smooth
finish and subtle waxy touch

Classic suede leather in rich colours
with typical soft hand-feel

10. SPARKING

Shiny pearlized material with an elegant texture and sophisticated appeal

Extremely natural leather allowing to
unflod the beauty of the material

Grainy leather allowing the natural
pebble texture to shine through

11. KOLONIA

Trendy material for contemporary and
unexpected winter looks

Premium calf leather with a natural
shine and quality break

Innovative knit textile material: perfect for a wintery look

Premium snake embossed metallic
leather with a sophisticated level of shine

Premium leather with unusual texture
and slightly shiny finish

Elegant premium patent leather with
a luxurious aesthetic

Coated leather for metallic effect allowing fine texture of grain to shine through

Sophisticated leather allowing the
fine texture of grain to shine through

Classic snake embossed leather with
bold texture and slight shine

Coated leather for metallic effect allowing
fine texture of grain to shine through

Suede metallic leather with a subtle
snake print

20. MERCURY

Tactile, metallic leather with shine effect and an unexpected soft hand-fee
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Technology
WORTH TALKING ABOUT

Diamond Pattern Sole
Impact absorbing with every step.
Feels like walking on air.

Stitch N' Turn
Soles so flexible they twist and
flex. No break-in required.

Heel Rest Technology
Custom design distributes weight
toward your heel and away from
the ball of your foot.

Lightweight
Airy materials keep every
movement light.
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Index

About

A

AEROSOLES spent the past 25 years
pioneering a new path for footwear that feels
as good as it looks. Combining innovative
constructions with premium materials, the
brand is dedicated to making every stylish
occasion a sensory experience for your body
and mind. AEROSOLES remains passionate
about innovation, with an eye on contemporary
constructions that help to reflect seasonal
trends and timeless aesthetics. New design
technologies keep AEROSOLES on the
leading edge of comfort innovation. From
diamond-flex soles for shock absorption, to
the continuous updates made in the foam of
the footbed to enhance the cushiony comfort
that the brand is known for, AEROSOLES is
constantly testing the newest materials to
create a modern shoe that bends with the
foot as it flexes to create lasting comfort.
The objective? To make every shoe your
covetable companion - for winter and beyond.
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Size Chart
EUR
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36

37

37.5

38

39

39.5

40

40.5

41

42

UK

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

US

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

9

9.5

10

11
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